On the quantification of spatial resolution for three-dimensional computed tomography of chemiluminescence.
Three-dimensional computed tomography of chemiluminescence (CTC) for combustion diagnostics is attracting a surged research interest due to recent progress in sensor technologies and reduced costs of high-speed cameras. For example, it has been applied to recover the 3D distributions of intermediate chemical species such as CH* and OH*, heat release rate, and flame topology. Although these applications were demonstrated to be successful, there are still a few drawbacks of this technique that have not be cured. For example, to the best of the authors' knowledge, all the imaging models that have been developed so far ignore the imperfections of cameras such as lens distortion and skewness. However, this will unavoidably introduce errors into the weight matrix. In addition, spatial resolution of a CTC system is a critical performance parameter. However, it has only been studied qualitatively and no quantitative quantification method is reported so far. This work aims to solve these problems by improving the imaging model and developing a method based on edge spread function for the quantification of spatial resolution. Although this work is conducted under the context of CTC for combustion diagnostics, it also provides useful insights for other tomographic modalities such as volumetric laser-induced fluorescence and tomographic laser-induced incandescence.